FREEDOM PEDAGOGY:
TOWARD TEACHING ANTIRACIST CLINICS

NORRINDA BROWN HAYAT*

Like other sectors of society, legal education is undergoing a reckoning in the wake of the 2020 murder of George Floyd, demands for racial justice from the Movement for Black Lives, and related demands for abolitionism and defunding the police. Through the lens of a formal call to action issued by the Rutgers Law School faculty and the author’s own efforts to answer the call and rethink her teaching, this Essay proposes a set of conceptual and concrete steps clinical instructors can take to start to build an antiracist pedagogy, including: (1) centering Blackness; (2) mapping critical race theory onto their pedagogy; (3) citing Black women; and (4) aligning with Black folx organizing for the Afrofuture where Black humanity is recognized and Black Lives Matter is more than an aspirational proposition. The Essay acknowledges that these steps are partial, preliminary, and contingent in the face of larger challenges, including our ability to imagine and build liberatory spaces within existing societal constraints, but urges readers to move toward antiracist pedagogy even in the face of those challenges.

I. GEORGE PERRY FLOYD, JR.

George Floyd, a Black man, was arrested outside a convenience store in the Powderhorn Park neighborhood of south-central Minneapolis by a group of four Minneapolis Police Department (MPD) officers on Memorial Day 2020. George was in his car with friends when the officers approached him for allegedly using a counterfeit $20 bill to purchase food in the store just minutes before.1 For more than nine minutes, George was held down under the knee of MPD officer Derek Chauvin, a White man, while George repeatedly uttered the words, “I can’t breathe.”

Derrick Chauvin murdered George Floyd in daylight in front of a crowd of other Black people calling for the execution to stop.3 One of
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those Black people, a teenager, Darnella Frazier, recorded what she witnessed on her telephone and circulated it on the Internet.\footnote{Amy Forliti, \textit{Teen Who Recorded Floyd’s Arrest, Death Wins Pulitzer Nod}, AP NEWS (June 11, 2021), https://apnews.com/article/pulitzer-prize-2021-citation-darnella-frazier-george-floyd-dce128319a373ef5360237f4c80dc9bb.} The video went viral and sparked international outrage.\footnote{Id.} George left a daughter, Gianna Floyd, whom he called “Buttercup,” a host of other family members, and many friends to mourn his death and remember his life.\footnote{Id.}

George was 46 years old when he was murdered. He was born in Fayetteville, North Carolina,\footnote{Id.} one of five children of Larcenia “Missy” Floyd and George Perry.\footnote{Id.} George’s family eventually relocated from North Carolina to Texas and moved into Houston’s Cuney Homes.\footnote{Id.} George was a successful basketball and football player, and he went on to win several championships during his high school career. George’s athletic skills, height, and dedication earned him a scholarship to play basketball at South Florida Community College, which he did for two years.\footnote{Id.} Shortly before his death, George went back to school to obtain his commercial driver’s license.\footnote{Maya Rao, \textit{George Floyd’s Search for Salvation}, STARTRIBUNE (Dec. 20, 2020), https://www.startribune.com/george-floyd-hoped-moving-to-minnesota-would-save-him-what-he-faced-here-killed-him/573417181/.} By all accounts, George moved to Minnesota for a better life.

George Floyd’s life and his premature death remind us of why antiracist teaching is so important. Our Black clients are no different than George Floyd, Sandra Bland, Aiyana Stanley-Jones, Trayvon Martin, Sean Bell, Philando Castile, Tanisha Anderson, Atatiana Jefferson, Charleena Lyles, Breonna Taylor, Maurice Gordon, Ahmaud Arbery, Eric Garner, Michael Brown Jr., Tamir Rice, Walter Scott, Tony McDade, and many other unarmed Black people who have been killed at the hands of the state. We owe it to them to practice social justice law in an antiracist way and to teach our students to do the same. Doing so is one way that legal educators can help to realize the commitment that Black lives matter.

In this Essay, I briefly reflect on my own motivations for setting
out on what Ibram X. Kendi calls the “unlit dirt road of antiracism.”

In Part II, against the backdrop of my role co-drafting the Rutgers Law School Resolution on Black Lives Matter in the days immediately following George Floyd’s public execution, I pose a set of normative questions surrounding antiracist clinical teaching. What is the role of clinic in an antiracist curriculum? Is a mandatory clinical requirement necessary to an antiracist legal education? Does a clinic’s social justice mission meet an antiracism requirement per se? To explore these questions, I look to W.E.B. Du Bois and Kendi to reflect on the definition of antiracism and conclude that clinics are not per se antiracist and that as clinicians, myself included, we will need to take affirmative steps to make our clinics antiracist. In Part III, I offer some thoughts, gathered from observing the Movement for Black Lives, on what those first steps might be. Here I am interested in how clinicians might evolve in the near term to teach our students to be antiracist social justice lawyers. I suggest that the next generation of social justice lawyers should be taught to center Blackness in a way that will allow them to advocate for positions that support Black people’s vision for themselves as liberated, full citizens. I also suggest that lawyering that allows for anti-Blackness and obfuscates Black people’s humanity is actually not social justice lawyering at all.

II. Rutgers Law School’s Response

The faculty of Rutgers Law School joins with other communities around the world, including our own student community, to express our outrage and grief over the public execution of George Floyd. We also join in solidarity with those in the United States and elsewhere who stand in protest against a widespread pattern of state-sanctioned violence directed against Black people and other oppressed communities.

On June 20, 2020, following George Floyd’s murder, the Rutgers Law School faculty adopted a Resolution on Black Lives Matter and Commitment to Anti-Racist Principles and Action. The language in italics throughout this part is from the Resolution, which I co-drafted with two of my extremely dedicated colleagues, Brandon Paradise and Chrystin Ondersma. The resolution was strong and decisive, but it was not a fait accompli. Though a group of faculty members began discussing the idea of a resolution condemning George Floyd’s murder on or about June 6, 2020, two long weeks passed between those first discus-
sions and the issuance of the final resolution. The discussions that took place in small and large groups, over telephone, email, text, and Zoom in the ensuing days could be described as existential for the institution. Tears were shed. Competing considerations were aired. What was antiracism? What did it mean for Black lives to matter in a law school? Did Black lives matter at Rutgers Law School? If they did not now, might the institution through the process of shared governance transform itself so that Black lives might matter inside and outside the law school in the future? How would we arrive at that future, should the faculty choose to do so? There were more questions than immediate answers.

Some familiar with the storied history of the “People’s Electric Law School” may be tempted to think Rutgers was better positioned to pass such a resolution than their own institution. Others have pointed to Rutgers Law School’s northeastern geography, the diversity of the Rutgers faculty at the current moment in our law school’s history (over 20 faculty members of color and at the time led by the first Black woman and first Latino co-deans, Kimberly Mutcherson and David Lopez), or the longevity and centrality of our clinical program (since 1968) to our larger curriculum. To be clear, progressive credentials and racial diversity did not spare Rutgers’s faculty the hard conversations. Nor will such credentials spare any of us the hard work and inevitable missteps going forward. No American law school is guaranteed to succeed in making legal education antiracist. None of us should be lulled into inaction imagining some other law school, some other clinic, or some other professor is better positioned to do this work.

The act of collectively drafting our statement helped the Rutgers law faculty set goals:

We reaffirm our responsibility as legal educators to equip our students with the knowledge and experience to recognize racial injustice and inequality. . . . We call upon all to recognize that our nation’s laws and legal institutions have too often protected and reinforced the white supremist status quo; our police and penal system have been instruments of racist terror and oppression; our legal system has been deployed to dispossess and deprive Black people of property; and our civil rights laws have been undermined and under-enforced, resulting in the deprivation of Black voting rights, education, housing, safety, dignity, and lives.


Then, as a faculty, we began to review our curriculum, admissions policies, financial aid strategies, and hiring policies to determine where changes needed to be made. Among those decisions was whether there was a sufficient number of courses being offered to satisfy a potential new upper-level antiracism requirement. Here, the role of clinic in an antiracist curriculum came into sharper focus. Was a mandatory clinical requirement necessary to an antiracist education? Embedded in that question was a second one: Given our social justice mission, client income requirements, and the race of the majority of our clients, was every clinic in the program categorically antiracist? Or was something additional necessary to meet the requirements of antiracism? It eventually became clear that clinics were not inherently antiracist because nothing is.

Antiracism is an intentional practice, which requires a “radical reorientation of our consciousness,” asserts Professor Ibram X. Kendi in his book *How to Be an Antiracist*. As just one example of the kind of reorientation antiracism requires, Kendi points to a comparison of assimilationist and segregationist ideas. Segregationist ideas, according to Kendi, claim people of color are incapable of development, incapable of reaching the superior standard, and incapable of becoming White and therefore fully human. Assimilationist ideas, on the other hand, believe that people of color can, in fact, be developed to become fully human like White people. We generally understand segregationist beliefs, which posit a biological hierarchy and consider people of color unteachable to a point, as racist. But what we may not have been taught is that assimilationist thought is racist as well. The problem with assimilationism, which posits cultural and behavioral hi-
erarchy, is that it arguably sees Black people as infantile and needing instruction on how to act humanely. Antiracism calls for us to see racial groups as equals, but in ways that are different. It occurs to me that antiracist legal teaching requires self-emancipation from these dueling racist ideologies within the classroom, in our scholarship, and as we govern our schools. Beyond that, antiracist clinical teaching requires a recognition in our cases of the range of policies that have led to the stark racial inequity faced by many of our clients, such as segregation and assimilation, and the differences between those policies and truly antiracist ones that can lead to the liberation our clients seek.

The Movement for Black Lives platform can serve as a guide for discerning between practices that are racist for those clinicians seeking to set off in the direction of antiracism. The Movement for Black Lives protests were the largest in American history. Participants in the uprisings over the last decade call for an end to state-sanctioned violence against Black people and transformation of the legal and social welfare systems that are steeped in White supremacy and anti-Blackness. They critique the incrementalism that attends the rights-based agenda that has failed to liberate Black people from their place as a perpetual underclass in America. In the same way that previous
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As many scholars have written, race is not biological, but a social construct of which is born racial identities, which are themselves fluid and shift over time and experience. See, e.g., Ian F. Haney-López, The Social Construction of Race, 29 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 1 (1994); Angela Onwuachi-Willig, Race and Racial Identity Are Social Constructs, N.Y. TIMES (Sept 6, 2016) https://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2015/06/16/how-fluid-is-racial-identity/race-and-racial-identity-are-social-constructs.

As Kendi writes:

History duels: the undeniable history of antiracist progress, the undeniable history of racist progress. Before and after the Civil War, before and after the civil rights, before and after the first Black presidency, the White consciousness duels. The White body defines the American body. The White body segregates the Black body from American body. The White body instructs the Black body to assimilate into the American body. The White body rejects the Black body assimilating into the American body- and history and consciousness duel anew.

The Black body experiences the same duel. The Black body is instructed to become an American body. The American body is a White body. The Black body strives to assimilate into the American body. The American body rejects the Black body. The Black body separates from the American body. The Black body is instructed to assimilate into the American body – and history and consciousness duel anew.

Kendi, supra note 12, at 33.


Black liberation movements have revolutionized legal academia, the Movement for Black Lives should provoke today’s law teachers to reevaluate how we teach our students to practice.

III. FREEDOM PEDAGOGY

As the clinical community processes the longer-term impacts of the Movement for Black Lives on our teaching, practice, and scholarship, we can undertake in the immediate term to be more antiracist in all three. Clinicians will want to examine their syllabi for signs that they have not, for example, presented the law as neutral. Clinicians may also want to interrogate aspects of their practice, including how they counsel their clients and the remedies they seek, to assess whether those choices are truly liberatory or gradients of racism. Our collective scholarship, which has often explored client-centeredness from the hypothetical perspective of the White, male, ableist, heteronormative lawyer-student might do more to sharpen focus on the lived experience of the Black, female, Queer, and disabled clinician through the latter’s own firsthand narratives. These are just a few initial ideas.

Even if what we should do differently to represent our clients (now and in the future) and how to do it are far from certain, I hope we will still set out towards antiracism together and without delay. As I have ruminated on antiracism in my own teaching and clinic over the last year and a half, I have settled on a non-exhaustive list of principles that I believe should guide my teaching, praxis, and scholarship on the road to antiracism and which may be helpful to others: (1) centering Blackness; (2) mapping critical race theory onto clinical pedagogy; (3) citing Black women; and (4) aligning with Black folx envisioning the Afrofuture where Black Lives Matter is not an aspirational proposition.

A. Center Blackness

A failure to center Blackness is a failure to be client-centered.


with respect to Black clients. To center Blackness is to see and to understand the world through the Black experience. Centering Blackness acknowledges the racial hierarchy that intentionally situates Black people at the bottom of society and it provides an opportunity to “imagine how rules and structures would be reorganized and envision a world where we all thrive because the bottom is removed.” Clinical pedagogy has struggled to find a space to discuss race, let alone center Blackness. I have relied, as many clinicians likely do, on Professors Sue Bryant and Jean Koh Peters’ chapter “Teaching About Race” from *Transforming the Education of Lawyers* to think through teaching race in a law school classroom that trends White, male, and heteronormative. One line gives me pause on each occasion I read it. Bryant and Peters write, “teachers themselves may experience substantial resistance to convening or continuing conversations about race. . . .” I pause at this refrain not because I question the truth in it (I do not), but because each time I wonder anew how it is that our colleagues can represent Black and Brown people while also finding discussions about race so difficult. Laurie Shanks attributes this dissonance to a national reluctance to discuss race and a widely held notion that we are living in a post-racial society.

The notion of post-racialism is itself elitist fiction. Karen Fields and Professor Barbara Fields remind us that the term post-racial reached its pinnacle in the 2008 election at the same time that Barack Obama’s ancestry was being challenged daily. Our Black clients, of course, know better than many of us that America is far from post-racial. Race is the central determinant both in the initiation of and outcome of the legal problem that has led them to our clinics after all. Black people represented by our criminal clinics are not unaware that the carceral state, for example, is built on a caste system determined by race. In our discrimination clinics Black people understand that
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race is the basis for their exclusion from housing, education, and employment.38 Gender intersecting with race is central to the problems of reproductive rights, gender-based violence, and sex work in our gender justice clinics, and our Black-women clients know this.39

After surfacing the reticence of many clinicians to discuss race, Bryant and Peters make the argument that clinicians should “deepen” the conversations anyway.40 The goals of discussing race in clinic, they offer, are to: (1) improve our students’ understanding of how racism operates in the legal system and to urge students to confront that racism outright; (2) encourage social justice leadership among students; (3) deepen students’ own understanding of their racial and cultural background in the context of lawyering; and (4) improve client outcomes. Over the course of several pieces building on the Habits,41 Bryant and Peters offer the modest clinician suggestions for “removing the rocks and sowing the seeds of constructive conversations about race” in class and suggest a structure for holding such conversations.42

There is no place for racial modesty in the era of the Movement for Black Lives. We cannot merely discuss race in class, but must center Blackness in our teaching, scholarship, and practices. So doing recognizes our clients as experts in their own lived experiences, including about their own lived experiences as Black people in America, and is literally central to understanding them and their legal cases and what will make them whole.43 Alternately, a failure to acknowledge the centrality of race in lawyering and counseling not only breeds distrust between lawyer and client, but it also harms outcomes.44
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B. Map Critical Race Theory onto Clinical Pedagogy

Clinicians who aspire for their teaching to be antiracist can merge critical race theory (CRT) with our other pedagogical tools to further illuminate the impact race has on clinic cases. CRT developed in the 1970s during a period when lawyers, activists, and legal scholars across the country realized (almost simultaneously) that the advances of the civil rights era had stalled or were being rolled back. It occurred to these scholars that new theories and strategies would be needed going forward to combat a subtler form of racism than had been experienced pre-\textit{Brown}.

The tenets of CRT can offer clinicians additional language and theoretical frames to help our students better understand how race operates in the law, including:

- **Ordinariness**: Racism is normal and not aberrational. Therefore, we need to teach our students to expect race to be a factor in all of their cases involving Black clients and to examine its impact on the facts and the law without exception.

- **Interest convergence**: Racism only gives way when it is in the interest of White people. Here, we might teach our students to look for other better positioned groups (particularly Whites) to align with to achieve a freedom goal. My clinic attempted to align with White small business owners during the pandemic who were harmed by discriminatory stay-at-home-orders enforced against Black residents of Newark.

- **Social construction**: Race is a product of social thought. Clinicians should have students examine what they consider racialized behavior and their own biases when formulating case theories and narratives.
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• **Revisionist history:** *America’s historical record is a collection of myths* based on majoritarian interpretations. For example, in my clinic, I challenge the traditionally offered causes of inner city demise (i.e., Black pathology) and the onset of gentrification (i.e., White industriousness) as opposed to federal and local government’s intentional disinvestment in housing, education, infrastructure, and business.

• **Critique of liberalism:** *Colorblindness and rights-based analysis cannot resolve structural race problems.* We should teach our students to pressure test ideas that center class instead of or in addition to race.

• **Structural determinism:** *Our system is ill-equipped to redress certain racial harms.* There needs to be a recognition that Black clients may not be able to be made whole by the legal system because it is designed in a way that does not recognize their full personhood under the law. For example, in the case of Black land loss in Tulsa and the Delta, we see civil procedure rules, such as statute of limitations, blocking reparations in courts.

By integrating these tenets into our traditional clinical pedagogy, clinicians can give students a deeper understanding of how to analyze and treat race in their cases. For example, when I teach Habit 2 of the Five Habits (The 3 Rings: The Worlds of Client, Lawyer and Law), which is designed to focus student learning on taking a holistic view of the case, including aspects that may catch the decisionmaker’s focus or contempt, I have used CRT principles of interest convergence and counternarrative to explore what narratives are “believable” to the judge, trier of fact, and opposing counsel. In a subsidized housing case, for example, I might ask the students to list what the court, the law, and the lawyer might think of our client. At first, students will offer polite, race-neutral descriptors such as our client is a “mother.” Eventually, sometimes after prodding from me that it is acceptable to do so, we get to some version of “welfare queendom.” As racist and unsavory as this trope is, I feel it has to be named out loud in the room. Once this trope is out in the open, the class commences to have a real discussion about how to defend a Black woman who is thought to be a fraud by critical players in her case before she even steps into the courtroom. Freed from the farce of pretending discrimination and
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stereotyping do not exist in the courtroom, we can think generatively about counternarratives, solutions, and remedies.

C. Cite Black Women

Making space for Black scholars on our syllabi is a matter of both exposure and trust. Do we trust Black people to reflect the experiences of other Black people? Do we trust Black people to reflect the experiences of non-Black people? At one point in the spring of 2021, I realized my syllabus was “racist.” By that, I mean I realized I was not citing scholars of color, and specifically Black women scholars with any level of intentionality. In fact, outside of short excerpts from Carol Necole Brown’s *Experiencing Housing Law*,50 I was not routinely citing *any* Black scholars – not even myself. Instead, depending on the semester, I had alternately assigned Matthew Desmond’s *Evicted*,51 Richard Rothstein’s *The Color of Law*,52 or Pete Moskowitz’s *How to Kill a City*.53 All of these texts offer valuable contributions to our understanding of the role of race in American housing law. But those contributions are no more valuable than the perspective of Black scholars to our understanding of the topic. Indeed, Black women arguably know more about race and the American housing crisis than any other group.54 It made no sense for me not to lead with Black women’s perspective on a topic they are so expert in.

I saw Cite Black Women posted variously on social media as the Movement for Black Lives was growing in the spring 2020, but it was not until I began intentional work as part of Rutgers’ antiracism audit of our curriculum – one of the commitments made by the faculty in our Resolution – that the message really found a home in my own teaching.55 Once I recognized my error, I feverishly started seeking

50 CAROL NEOCLE BROWN, EXPERIENCING HOUSING LAW (2016).
55 In 2017, Christen A. Smith, an associate professor of Anthropology and African and
out books about the housing crisis written by Black women to add to my syllabus by the fall semester. My Rutgers colleague, Alexis Karerton, recommended Sarah M. Broom’s *A Yellow House*, which explores the effects of Black erasure in a memoir focused on her childhood neighborhood in New Orleans.\(^{56}\) I came across a reference to Keenanga-Yamahtta Taylor’s *Race for Profit* detailing the impact of exploitive real estate practices on extracted wealth from urban centers immediately following the passage of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968.\(^{57}\) Then there was Adrienne Maree Brown’s short story *The River* and the impact of gentrification on Detroit from the anthology she co-edited with Walidah Imanisha, *Octavia’s Brood: Science Fiction Stories from Social Justice Movements*.\(^{58}\) Titles kept coming. In the summer, I received a research grant that afforded me the opportunity to purchase more books ranging from classics like Patricia Williams’s *Alchemy of Race and Rights*\(^{59}\) to new releases like *Black Futures* edited by Kimberly Drew and Jenna Wortham.\(^{60}\) On this first pass at decolonizing my syllabus this semester, instead of leading with Moskwitz’s entire book as I have done in past years, the first assignment pairs Brown’s Detroit-based short story with Moskwitz’s chapter on that city. I made similar changes throughout the syllabus.

Cite Black Women is both literal and a metaphor. Black women have written on every subject and we should mine their intellectual contributions, generally, as we do with White men. Substantively, as director of a clinic focused on affordable housing, it also makes sense
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African Diasporic Studies at The University of Texas at Austin, created *Cite Black Women* as a campaign to push people to engage in a radical praxis of citation that values Black women’s transnational intellectual production. Smith cites five goals of her campaign: (1) read Black women’s work; (2) integrate Black women into the CORE of your syllabus; (3) acknowledge Black women’s intellectual production; (4) make space for Black women to speak; and (5) give Black women space and time to breathe. *Our Praxis, Cite Black Women Collective*, https://www.citeblackwomencollective.org/ (last visited Sept. 15, 2021). The hashtag #CiteBlackWomen is new, but not the sentiment. More than 40 years ago, Audre Lorde proclaimed:

> It is a particular academic arrogance to assume any discussion of feminist theory without examining our many differences, and without significant input from poor women, Black and Third World women, and lesbians. And yet, I stand here as a Black lesbian feminist, having been invited to comment within the only panel (at this conference), where the input of Black feminists and lesbians is represented. What this says about the vision of this conference is sad, in a country where racism, sexism, and homophobia are inseparable.
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for me to cite Black women since they are more impacted by our lack of affordable housing than any other demographic. But if you are directing an immigration clinic, cite immigrants. If you are directing a criminal clinic, cite incarcerated people. If you are directing a clinic that represents indigenous people, consider populating your syllabus with the intellectual production of Native people. The idea here is to trust oppressed people to prescribe their own emancipation, read what they have written on their pain and prescriptions, and then as an antiracist clinic set out to be an ally.

D. Align With Black Folx Organizing for the Afrofuture

In an antiracist clinic, remedies should be based on the goals Black people have articulated for themselves. Clinicians and their students, it has been said, may be hesitant to discuss race in the classroom in the absence of readily available answers for how best to fight against these inequalities and struggle to connect our work with that of others to achieve more systemic change. Perhaps lawyers do not have to develop the answers. In *Serving Two Masters: Integration Ideals and Client Interests in School Desegregation Litigation*, Professor Derrick Bell questioned the social justice lawyer’s relationship to her “client,” especially in cases that directly impact social movements.61 Reflecting on lessons learned twenty-two years post-*Brown v. Board of Education*, Bell argued there was then a tension between the integration strategy architected by counsel in the case and the desire for educational quality desired by the individual clients.62 In Bell’s view, some civil rights and poverty law lawyers were “making decisions, setting priorities, and undertaking responsibilities that should be determined by their clients and shaped by the community.”63 Bell went further to suggest “the inability of Black clients to pay handsome fees for legal services can cause their lawyers, unconsciously perhaps, to adopt an attitude of ‘we know what’s best’ in determining legal strategy.”64

*Brown* is novel, one might say, all of a clinic’s cases may not directly touch on the Black freedom movement, and the Black community is not a monolith, so how do you know which direction to turn?65 These concerns are red herrings. An antiracist clinic will want to move in tandem with the community their clients live in and look to advo-
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icates for direction with respect to remedies. Doing so will require developing comfort not just speaking about race, or even centering Blackness, but listening to and working in collaboration with varying levels of community leadership, from elected officials and business leaders, to non-governmental organizations, to advocates and movement activists. Some Black commentators have observed a societal reluctance, “even among the progressive-minded, to consider the Black experience as unique and foundational to shaping America’s economic and social policies – and our nation’s collective future.” Mari Matsuda eloquently offers that “those who have been discriminated against speak with a special voice to which we should listen” and urges critical scholars to “adopt the perspective of those who have seen and felt the falsity of the liberal promise,” so that we might better define justice.

Clinicians seeking to be antiracist may want to reflect on their own knowledge of and respect for the Black experience and then teach their students to do the same. Some clinics are ahead on this. For example, Renee Hatcher’s Community Enterprise & Solidarity Economy Clinic at University of Illinois Chicago is a part of the Law for Black Lives (L4BL) Movement Lawyering Squad, which “strives to provide opportunities for clinical students and professors to build relationships with movement actors and ground law students and professors in the theory, practice and politics of movement lawyering.” There is also the phenomenal work of Stephanie Sena, an Anti-Poverty Fellow at Villanova University Charles Widger School of Law in Philadelphia. Sena provides legal support for #OccupyPHA, which backs activist Jennifer Bennetch’s efforts to convert empty houses owned by the Philadelphia Housing Authority into permanent housing for women and children in the pandemic.

Not nearly enough of us are in conversation with the communities we serve. Think back to the 2018 Association of American Law
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Schools (AALS) Conference on Clinical Legal Education in Chicago. Professors Deborah Archer and Margaret Barry co-moderated a clinic community town hall, *Gathering Momentum for Racial Justice*. Two of the panelists, L4BL leaders Mabre Stahly-Butts and Erica Perry, were asked to discuss transformative models for engaging clinics in racial advocacy. By the time we gathered in Chicago, L4BL had already led several successful actions in alignment with the Movement for Black Lives, including the successful Black Mama’s Day Bailout program. The AALS L4BL plenary was a powerful program, but also sparsely attended. Some suggested the program had been competing with *Hamilton*, which was being performed a couple of blocks away. Still others of us wondered if there was an unspoken belief amongst our colleagues that these speakers had no wisdom to offer.

The Chicago conference was after the “Black Spring” that followed Freddie Gray’s murder in Baltimore in 2015 but preceded the 2020 protest wave. In the opening plenary of the AALS Clinical Section’s virtual conference in the weeks after George Floyd’s murder, I was joined in conversation with Community Legal Services Attorney Rasheedah Phillips who was very active in supporting #OccupyPHA. This time, hundreds of clinicians joined the virtual meeting – paying attention – as Phillips connected the dots for us between housing, #OccupyPHA, and the Afrofuture. Still, it might be naïve to think all has magically changed among even our group. Teachers of antiracist clinics will want to work to break through the individual and collective reluctance to trust the Movement for Black Lives as a legitimate source of ideas for law reform.

Aligning with community is not without fault lines. For one, communities are not monolithic and instead are constituted of many, often times conflicting strands, representing generational, class, and gender-based splits. These divisions are timeless. There is no way to avoid growth and division in movement spaces. Both clinicians and student lawyers will need to be sensitive to those divides and agile in our work. But the natural divides should not keep us on the sidelines. Finally, there are practical challenges to doing this work – meeting times will likely not be during the school day, the arc of movements will not
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naturally align with semesters, and the goals of organizations may not neatly fit into learning goals in a particular semester. Inspired by Renee’s work, I have tried twice to bring L4BL projects into my clinic. I will admit here, both times I have failed. And with each failure, I feel ashamed of myself that I did not do a better job. Reflection is key. I can and want to do better. I am trying again this semester, this time with more local actions hoping to get me over some of the logistical hurdles. The point though is not to give up even if these changes do not work the first time. Try again and again.

“Black lives matter” as an idea is an Afrofuturist assertion. Meaning the outcome of the Movement for Black Lives is imagining a future none of us has ever seen in the history of this county – a time when Black people will reach full citizenship. At the same time, the Movement for Black Lives platform, including calls for abolition and to defund, builds on a longstanding tradition of Black self-sufficiency in its embrace of the negative project of deconstructing White supremacist systems and the positive project of building systems that support full citizenship. As for the former, Black people went about freeing themselves from chattel slavery – understanding their condition was inhumane. In the 1950s, Black people devised their own boycotts to improve their access to accommodations. In the 1960s, Black people organized their own March on Washington for Jobs and...
Freedom. In the 1970s and 1980s, Black incarcerated men and women developed their own prison protests. The point here is that in each case it was the Black imagination that first conceived an end to Black oppression and took action to make the imagined a reality. Now is no different. Antiracist clinics will not only work in the current status quo – Black oppression in the carceral and social welfare systems – but also will look to the future as Black people see it for themselves.

Allyship with Black organizations engaged in a freedom agenda, such as the Movement for Black Lives or Law for Black Lives, is one way to bring antiracism into clinics. How allyship manifests in each clinic and for each client will undoubtedly vary. There are already clinics that model allyship. For example, last year the East Bay Community Law Center’s Education Advocacy Clinic was one of many allies supporting the Oakland Black Organizing Project’s decade-long effort to disband the school district’s police force, which had commanded a $6 million budget. The Project’s Communications Director recognized the clinic for being a “strategic partner” that honored the expertise of the community organization’s members, which she noted was especially important in dealing with a Black organization. Allyship will look different for those who represent individuals. Yet, even individual case representation and organizational partnerships can be aligned with the goals of the Movement for Black Lives. Professor Erika Wilson’s Critical Race Lawyering Civil Rights Clinic at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is an example of how a clinic that represents individual clients can still align with antiracism and the Movement for Black Lives platform. Other clinics aspiring to be antiracist might consider finding similar ways to either collaborate with Black organizations or represent individual clients in a manner that is consistent with the larger Black freedom agenda and to utilize clinic resources to move towards an Afrofuture where Black people achieve full citizenship.

IV. **Next Most Elegant Steps**

*There is nothing new under the sun, but there are new suns.*

- Octavia Butler\(^{85}\)

We are in an imagination battle. Trayvon Martin and Mike Brown and Renisha McBride and so many others are dead because, in some white imagination, they were dangerous. And that imagination is so respected that those who kill, based on an imagined, racialized fear of Black people, are rarely held accountable. . . . We have to imagine beyond those fears. . . . We have to ideate – imagine and conceive – together.

- Adrienne Maree Brown\(^{86}\)

The most difficult steps towards antiracism for all law teachers are, I believe, in the years ahead. Nowhere is the metamorphosis of legal teaching more urgent than in clinics, where we are retained by members of the very communities that are articulating the Movement for Black Lives’ demands. Many of our clients are traumatized daily by a legal system fueled on an anti-Black racism that the Movement for Black Lives names. We should take steps now. It is less important whether our institutions issued a statement immediately following George Floyd’s murder, or our syllabus was colonized prior to Breonna Taylor’s massacre,\(^{87}\) or how we selected cases before Ahmaud Arbery was gunned down and his execution was covered up by the state\(^{88}\) than how we evolve our pedagogy now, but also in the future, to meet the demands of the Movement for Black Lives.\(^{89}\) Can we stay committed to antiracism in the face of anticipated student pushback? How do we balance teaching antiracism with courses that are viewed as more helpful to bar passage? Is there tension between our teaching goals, such as student desire for in-court experiences, and antiracist practice goals such as diverting clients from the legal system altogether? These are among the many questions we will have to confront.

---


\(^{86}\) Brown, supra note 75, at 18.


I am obviously not the first law teacher to urge this kind of evolution in our pedagogy. But in the face of renewed attention to the depth and breadth of racial oppression in America, I hope to underscore the urgency of the call.

Evolving clinical teaching further along the pathway to antiracism, inspiring our students, utilizing freedom pedagogy, to be in authentic partnerships with our clients and their communities as they work to liberate themselves: this is a long-term project. Even if each clinician took every step I suggest here, there would be much more work to do. Indeed, what I am proposing here is a pre-process that may make conditions more conducive to the real evolution of our teaching and practice.

Recognizing how much there is to do, what is the next most elegant step for clinicians to take? Some of the steps are clear enough from here, such as diversifying hiring, integrating interdisciplinary pan-African research into the work our clinics do for Black clients, and in some cases working with stakeholders such as non-profit partners, local governments, and courts who will also need to do their work in an antiracist manner. Some of the next pathways clinicians may not be able to see until we take the first few steps forward. The last steps, however, lawyers may not need to ideate at all, but will be asked of us by the People. And for that work, we will need to simply do what is needed given our legal expertise to make Black Lives Matter present tense. To this last point, I think it is worth sharing two pieces of advice from adrienne maree brown for group adaptation to achieve social change – “trust the people” and “move at the speed of trust.” Despite the unknowns, I hope clinicians set out elegantly.

90 See Jacobs, supra note 28; Gerald López, Training Future Lawyers to Work with the Politically and Socially Subordinate: Anti-Generic Legal Education, 91 W. Va. L. Rev. 305 (1989); Matsuda, supra note 67.

91 adrienne maree brown tells the story of her friend Gibran Rivera once articulating a question to her: “what is the next most elegant step?” She writes:

oh i love this question. too often we come up with plans that don’t take into account the fog on the horizon. then we go off and the work doesn’t happen, perhaps can’t happen, and then we feel demoralized because our energy doesn’t flow into action. an elegant step is one that acknowledges what is known and unknown, and what the capacity of this group actually is. an elegant step allows humility, allows people to say ‘actually we need to do some research’ or ‘actually we need to talk to some folks not in this room’ or ‘actually we need a full day to build this plan out into something realistic and attainable’, in any conversation – and i would say in any moment in life – there is a next elegant step – one that is possible and strategic based on who is taking it and where they are trying to go. find it and you cannot fail.

Trust the People, ADRIENNE MAREE BROWN (Feb. 2, 2015), https://adriennemareebrown.net/2015/02/02/trust-the-people/.

92 Id.